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All the News that Fits We Print

Before the Bell
On a warm December afternoon, your Scribe has an attack of nerves thinking about the pressure of filling in for the
otherwise-engaged famous editor and publisher of a well known West County newspaper organization who shall remain
Nameless. (Hope my spelling is okay.)

At the Bell
After being greeted by smiling Rick Wilson, the group was led in the
Pledge of Allegiance by Tom Dilley. Keller McDonald led a perfect rendition of
America the Beautiful. Due to the unusual nature of today's program the Thought for
the Day was replaced by the Suggestion of the Day brought to us by Bob Rogers,
a.k.a. Captain Crab: He sez that Crab Feed tickets go on sale next Friday and
make a great stocking stuffer for the upcoming Holiday Gift Giving Season.
Captain Crab also promises that Jack Blasco will not belabor us with his volunteer
speech until January at the earliest.

Visiting Rotarians and Guests
David Del Monte, visitor from the Rotary Club of New York and David Mark Raymond, visitor from the Sebastopol Sunrise
club were introduced. Both are in the Real Estate field. We will hear more from Mr. Raymond later.
Alain Serkissian introduced his friend Everett. Pauline Pellini introduced Brook Haven Interact students, Enzio and
Molly.

Announcements
Mike Ferguson- Rotary Foundation Chair- took the podium for the wrap up of the Rotary Foundation Month efforts.
Sebastopol Rotary raised more funds than any other club in the
District. The Club was also number one in per capita giving. Although
statistics are meaningful, they are not nearly as important as knowing
the extent of the good works done by RI in serving those throughout
the world.
Mike then launched into a somewhat tedious rendition of the life of
Paul Harris - or was it Abraham Lincoln? - or Alfred E. Neuman? –
Sorry, your humble scribe (and 99% of the club membership) lost
interest in Mike's presentation and at that point it was impossible to
follow the thread. Sensing that he was losing the crowd, the ever
flexible Mike made a quick pivot and brought in (with “songs in their
hearts”) ...THE ASANTE CHOIR.
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The Club was entertained by the high
energy stylings of two dozen singing
and dancing performers, aged 8-15,
from Rwanda. That's right, Rwanda.
As a trio of drummers hammered out
the beat, the group sang inspirational
tunes and danced intricate steps and
rhythms. The crowd rose and cheered
as the surprising program ended with
rousing applause. Mike's Foundation
wrap up got everyone's attention that
quickly. Mike introduced Pat Parks, his
friend and neighbor who is assisting
with the Choir's travels and performances. The Choir is an
outgrowth of a group of 20 orphans who were affected by the
Rwandan Civil War. Started in 2003, the
group now numbers 1,200 youngsters in
two cities in Rwanda.
The Asante Choir was scheduled to have
a day off on Friday but agreed to entertain
our club. They were following up with an
evening performance at the Salmon Creek
School and everyone was invited to
attend.
(12 Couples from our club
attended the full show at Salmon Creek
School and had a great time. –Ed.)
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Recognitions — NO FINES
In keeping with the Foundation Wrap-up, Paul Harris recognitions
then took center stage.
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Foundation Chair Mike Ferguson then set out a table
full of prizes and named several raffle winners. The
raffle winners were asked to come forward and choose a
prize. The lucky winners included Bob Rogers, Dave
Pittman, John Blount, Les Crawford, Sally Ewald, Bill
Facendini, Pete Hill, Ron Puccinelli, Norm Stupfel,
Frank Mayhew, Larry Ford, Greg Gill, Mel Davis,
Steve Prandini, Jack Blasco, and Patti Blount. There
were a few cases where the winners were not in
attendance but, in that event, friends of the absent
winners
were
allowed to pick
something
out
for them. In one
case, Mike Long selected a nice bath salts and soap selection for his friend Greg
Gill. It’s nice to have others watching out for you.

To wrap up the Foundation Month, Les Crawford
presented a Foundation Brag about the Asante Choir.
Sally Ewald bragged about the Siduri Winery open house on Saturday (and invited everyone to
attend) and President Aleia rounded out the bragging with $100 brag about the Boston Patriots
(a football team best known for being in the original American Football League.)

The Raffle
Despite an added winner spot on the wheel of fortune - there
was no victory shout from the spinner—Paul Thielen spun the
wheel and got a “sorry”.

PROGRAM
Tom Farrell introduced the guest speaker, Susan Hirshfield Ph.D Psychologist and Vision
Rehabilitation Specialist at the Earle Baum Center of the
Blind in Santa Rosa.
The Earle Baum Center is a non-profit regional center,
providing life-changing vision rehabilitation services to Northern Californians with sight loss.
The Center is on the site of the Earle Baum Ranch. Earle Baum was totally blind since age
17 but nevertheless continued to farm the property, tending the animals while planting,
cultivating, and harvesting the farm's bounty. The mission of the center is to provide
opportunities for people who are blind or visually
impaired.
Dr Hirshfield studied at UCLA and Sonoma State
becoming interested in disabled veterans and pursuing a
special interest in Post-traumatic stress disorder. She
interviewed hundreds of veterans over a ten year period
and eventually completed her PhD thesis in that area.
When asked by the State of California to bring her special talents to work with the
blind, she jumped at the chance, seeing many parallels in the struggles of blind and
newly blind with the obstacles of disabled veterans.
Dr Hirshfield explained that the goal of her classes and counseling is essentially to
teach individuals how to be blind. First the newly blind must go through a period of
grieving for their loss. Since so much of the experience of the world is taken in
visually, loss of sight becomes a profoundly disorienting and destabilizing experience.
Individuals must learn to cope with the resultant depression and learn self assertion.
Finally Dr. Hirshfield strives to teach how to embrace vision loss and get back out into
the world and live life.

The Earle Baum Center has 13 members on staff and many volunteers. Those coming to the Center are offered
programs in technology including how use a cell phone in their new circumstances. Also provided is instruction in
cooking, cleaning, and other (what most people consider every day) skills. The Earle Baum Center also prides itself on
teaching how to "have fun.” The EBC has frequent parties and barbecues culminating every year in the EarleFest a
benefit concert which attracted over 1500 fans last year.
Dr Hirshfield invited everyone to come and visit the Center. In the words of the late Earle Baum “It is my hope that the
farm will become a place where the blind can work, play, and fellowship together instead of shedding bitter tears of
frustration on their friend's shoulders. That's my contribution and that's my goal."

The Closing Bell
President Aleia thanked today’s speaker, Dr. Hirshfield, for her informative presentation and presented her with a
speaker’s gift of a donation in her name to Rotary Foundation’s Polio Plus Program. President Aleia then rang the bell,
closing the meeting, as usual, at exactly 1:30 p.m.

After the Bell
Pauline Pellini asked –Ed. to remind you that the “ADOPT A FAMILY” PROJECT will be at the SEBASTOPOL FIRE
TH
DEPARTMENT ON DECEMBER 17 AT 9:00 A.M. Rotarians are needed to help the Interactors wrap the packages and
deliver that morning.
th

Note in Future Events that there is No Happy Hour (!) on the 16 –
(You car-pooled to the 12/10 Holiday Party instead, Right?)
Jerry Warren noted an error in last week’s AppleKnocker – and blamed it on his computer. He typed Trend Catering but
his spell check changed it to Trent Catering. You all know, of course, that TREND Catering is owned by former
Sebastopol Rotarian, Susan Borowicz – so Jerry and –Ed. want to get it right.
-Ed. thanks David Still for stepping in as Scribe this time, also to Dick Zimmer, designated Photo Shooter, for a fine
bunch of pictures to use in this edition. –Ed. missed a good program as he was busy annoying the ER folks at Palm
Drive. They sent –Ed. home with a bottle of placebo pills after much lecturing. (However our regular Visiting Rotarian
(Sebastopol Sunrise), Richard Polheber, did stop by to thank –Ed. for the business. All Class!)

The ABC’s of Rotary
(Taken from “The ABCs of Rotary”, a Rotary International publication originally prepared by
Dr. Cliff Dochterman who was RI President in 1992-93)

#76: Public Relations of Rotary
Historically, Rotarians perpetuated a myth that Rotary should not seek publicity, but rather let our good works speak
for themselves. A 1923 policy stating that “publicity should not be the primary goal of a Rotary club in selecting an
activity” of community service was frequently interpreted to mean that Rotary clubs should avoid publicity and public
relations efforts. Actually, the 1923 statement further observed that “as a means of extending Rotary’s influence,
proper publicity should be given to a worthwhile project well carried out”.
A more modern public relations philosophy was adopted in the mid-1970s that affirms that “good publicity, favorable
public relations, and a positive image are desirable and essential goals for Rotary – if it to foster understanding,
appreciation, and support for its Object and programs and to broaden Rotary’s service to humanity. Today, most
Rotarians recognize that active public relations is vital to the success of Rotary.
A service project well carried out is considered one of the finest public relations messages of Rotary. It is essential
that Rotary clubs make every effort to inform the public of such projects.
As Rotary clubs and districts consider effective public relations, it is important to remember that when Rotarians think
of Rotary, we think of our noble goals and motives. But when the world thinks of Rotary, it can only think of our
actions and the service we have performed.

Contact Steve Prandini at Steven.Prandini@cbnorcal.com for information or questions about the event…

SEE MAP, DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS (For your car-pool driver) NEXT PAGE

Rotary Holiday Party
At the Home of Pete & Pauline Pellini
10025 Cherry Ridge Road, Sebastopol
There is LIMITED PARKING AVAILABLE – TRY TO CAR-POOL

Driving Instructions (You are car-pooling, right?)
From Community Church (where our club meets):
1. Turn Left onto Gravenstein Highway (116) North and travel 0.2 miles North.
2. Turn Left onto Mills Station Road and travel 1.3 miles West.
3. At the corner (If you go straight you are on Ferguson Rd.), turn right (North) and travel an additional
0.5 miles (a little West of North) on Mills Station Road, then
4. Turn Left (West) on Cherry Ridge Road, then travel 0.5 miles (a little South of West) to a bend in
Cherry Ridge Rd. and 10025 is to your left. (If you reach Montgomery Rd. or Grandview Rd. you went
too far West.)
5. You will now have to help your driver (You are car-pooling, right?) find one of the few remaining
parking spaces.

Area of smaller map -

50 Years Ago – Apple Knocker for December 8th, 1961

A little extra… 59 Years Ago – Club Reporter for December 10th, 1952

